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● Privacy is perhaps the biggest concern that people have when using online services
○ Personal data is critical
○ There are huge data silos of personal information (facebook, google, twitter, etc)
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● Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI) [1]
○ Decentralized/Blockchain identity
○ Transactions describe new users, connection info, data sharing formats 

(schemas), and more



Example
Introduction

● To systematically review the scientific literature for works that perform schema matching 
on blockchain in the context of self-sovereign identity

● To create a tool for schema matching on Sovrin, a blockchain-based self-soverign 
identity solution

● To compare the F-score of the proposed tool with the existing ones over schema 
matching queries

Objectives
Introduction



Search String

(“blockchain” OR “ledger”) AND
(“ontology” OR “retrieve” OR “matching” OR “similarity” OR “crosswalk” OR “mapping”) AND

(“self-sovereign” OR “self-sovereignty” OR “self sovereign” OR “self-sovereignty” OR 
“decentralized identity” OR “decentralised identity” OR “distributed identity”)

Systematic Literature Review

Inclusion/Exclusion Criterias
Systematic Literature Review

● IC1:  Articles written in English; AND

● IC2: Articles that necessarily have a title and abstract; AND

● IC3: Articles that propose a technique to search or match schemas in 
blockchain-based identity management solutions.



Mapping Conduction
Systematic Literature Review

Proposal

● The creation of a Python tool that uses spaCy [6], a natural language 
processing algorithm with semantic similarity and multi-language support, to 
enable users to perform schema matching in the Sovrin blockchain

● Available at https://github.com/fredericoschardong/sovrin-schema-matching
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Proposal



Proposal

● Define three queries and manually choose which schemas are similar and 
should be returned by any schema matching tool
○ Query 1: “address”
○ Query 2: “first name”
○ Query 3: “company job”

Planning
Experiment



Execution & Results
Experiment

Conclusions & Future Works

● We provided a systematic review of the scientific literature in the context of the 
blockchain-based SSI to identify the research materials that have been 
published considering the schema matching problem.

● We also proposed a novel tool to perform schema matching on Sovrin, which 
can be easily expanded to other blockchain-based SSI systems.

● For future works, we intend to experiment with more queries.
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